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Some Voters Believe No
President Can Really Le ad
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WASHIN GTON-In a Baltimore suburb, a civil engineer named Adam Moore was saying that imagina•
tive and even drastic initiatives were needed to deal
with the problem of unemployment; no problem was
· more pressing, he said. It was Jimmy Carter and
not President Ford, Mr. Moore recognized, who was
promising energetic measures to roll back unemployment. Still, Mr. Moore was planning to vote for the
President. Why? "I think what happens in our country is not really controlled by the President, " he
replied. "It's controlled by Congress."
That was just before Labor Day. The answer of
this one voter seemed an interesting rationaliza tion
for an instinctive choice between two men but clear·
ly, an idiosyn~ratic view. But since then, in various
. parts of th~ country, voters in a variety of communi·
ties, have been saying essentially the same thing
in distinctly different contexts.
In a St. Louis suburb, the captain of a Mississippi'
. · riverboat, Alan Swahlstedt, sat at his dinette table
·on a Sunday afternoon, angrily complaining about
taxes and welfare. More out of mistrust of Mr. Carter
than confidence in Mr. Ford, he would vote for the
President, Mr. Swahlsted t said. At least Mr. Ford
knew something about the Senate, "and that's," he
added emphatically, "who's running the country anyway. "What is a President? the riverboat captain
asked rhetorically, as i:f the answer ·were only too
obvious. "He's a figurehead. He really can't do anything."
'
In Bremerton, Wash., the same argument was heard
in a blue-collar neighborhood; only this time it was
used to rationalize a vote for Mr. Carter. George
Moeller, retired as a worker from a naval shipyard
and strongly opposed to cuts in defense spending,
was explaining why he discounte d Mr. Ford's warning that a Carter administr ation would slash the
Pentagon' s budget. "The powers that be are in the
Senate," Mr. Moeller said, sounding what by now
~as become a familiar, if hidden, theme ot the campaign. "The Pre-sident's just a figurehead."
Although these are examples from across the nation, they can be offered only as examples. as evidence of a hunch. But after 280 interviews with
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so it would seem, that the system of govenment
~hat they were raised on has gone haywire, that
1t now systematic ally frustrates their wishes.
Clearly, this undercurr ent sf opinion has little in
common with the "apathy" the politicians and pundits have been ascribing to the electorate. It involves
more bitterness, cynicism and concern. Whether it
should be interprete d as a deep-seated conviction or
a defense mechanism to ward off future disappointments, it has immediate political consequence~.
· If strong .President ialleaders hip is no longer possible, then the political stance of a candidate becomes
relatively important. Indeed, if he makes too much
of his attachmen t to specific policy objectives, he
may simply arouse the suspici.on of the voters that
he is putting them on. Among voters who ·believe
that the Presidency has been permanen tly crippled,
Mr. Carter especially runs into trouble because of
his far reaching promises to reduce unemployment,
reform the tax code and reorganize the Federal bureaucracy.
The .voters hardly ever argue that these· things
don't need doing; merely that they are beyond anyone's power, specifically, any President' s power to
accomplish. "If he gets elected, he'll only be President," was the memorable way William Tomkiewicz,
a factory worker on Milwaukee's South Side expressed it.
'
Since Mr. Carter is widely respected for his intelligence, the sense that he is overpromising has led
logically in the minds of many voters to the conclusion that he must know it and, therefore, that his
honesty is at least open to ~Question. It is logical
also that voters who take this view do not need
to be convinced that President Ford has offered
rstrong leadership, since they question not its desirability but the very possibility that it could be exercised from the White House.
It was not always this way. In 1972, in the immediate aftermath of the mining of Haiphong and after
seven years of bombing of Indochina by Presidential
fiat, there were not many voters who were as persuaded of the weakness of the President or the
strength of Congress. Then as that imperial President
was driven from office. popular confidence plummeted not only in the President but also, as a number
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